INTRODUCTION
In August 1970 adjustments in nava; aviator manpower requirements led to the release of 509 student naval aviator«, The conditions which led up to the forced release of students and the rationale in support of that specific action are outlined in a Naval Air Training Command (NATRACOM) staff hriefing which is presented in Appendix A.
The selection of students for separation was accomplished by a special board convened in the Naval Air Basic Training Command (NABATRACOM) with the Training Officer as the senior member. Cutback quotas for each training squadron were specified in advance by NATRACOM. The board used the Predictor Score from the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (NAMRL) Student Prediction System and all summary flight and academic grades .earned by a given student in order to establish a rank ordering of potential cutbacks within each stage of training. The complete training jackets were inspected carefully for those students who were not. clearly marginal on the basis of Predictor Score and summary flight grades. The final decision to drop or retain a student was a collective one based on as much data as possible. For historical purposes it is noted that the option of allowing students to select themselves in order to achieve the cutback was not allowed by command decision. The rationale was to select on the basis of quality of performance.
Since a large percentage of flight trainees enter upon the recommendation of a friend or an acquaintance exposed to the program, and since many of those released students might remain in the Navy, the Aerospace Psychology Department of NAMRL developed an attitude questionnaire for administration to JKäiiäm.j.&i!^SiL 'l^^^^^^Js.^A^»A'^mS^i, the released students for the purpose of assessing attitudes, reactions, and impact upon morale of the forced release.
The objectives of this study were: 1) To summarize and evaluate the attitudes and reactions of flight students to the forced reduction.
2) To compare the performance of the reinstated students to that of released students who chose not to re-enter aviation training.
PROCEDURE
The attitudes and reactions of the flight students who were released or discharged at the "convenience of the government" (COGs) were assessed by means of semantic differential scales administered at the time of exit. The scales were constructed to assess six specific attitude areas, which were identified from preliminary interviews of several of the COGs. These areas were: 1) the personal feelings and reactions, 2} effect un life goals, 3) attitudes of friends, 4) attitudes toward the Navy's mode of implementation, 5) tne perceived necessity 3f cut, and 6) effect on recruiting program. Five scales were con structed within each of the six areas for a total of 30 tpst items or scales, This technique was selected in preference to the interview because of testing time constraints and ease in quantifying the data. Each of the semantic differential scales is defined by a pair of antonyms with seven possible intervals within them.
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'.'.":"*JT7:^^"".^ ; «■...*,:/T<v~.^^~.r't".-r-^'--^' -r*: •^••''f^^^^ ^^i:*»^ ™r^>-™*-■--■>* "~:^T-^T t^----.,* ?«fy^PJ "^fc?^ In addition to the 30 semantic differential items three direct questions concerning reserve plans, reappiication plans, and overall reactions were included. The questionnaire which is contained in Appendix B was administered to 232 students, or approximately 46 per cent of those released.
As funds allowed, all personnel who were physically qualified were reinstated upon reappiication. The first reinstatements were made in April 1972. At the time of this report 118 or 21.5 per cent of those released had been reinstated. In an effort to investigate possible differences between reinstated and non-reinstated COGs, group differences or selection test scores, peer ratings, and training grades were examined.
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,.,^r, .,.,,.,,-j,-^,,-,..,..-^.,^,r.,|:;T.r^?._ ."..,..,,,,,?,:I". ■ "^,-:,,:-.f.^-^:.T:,^^;^^-¥^, In general, the reaction to the cutback by COGs reflects considerable dissatisfaction (see Table II ). ^he greatest dissatisfaction was expressed toward the manner in which the cutback was carried out (mode of implementation! . Unfavorable attitudes were expressed toward all other factors assessed except "attitudes of friends and relatives toward your plight." ♦Rated slightly, quite, or extremely toward favorable end of scale.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
♦♦Rated slightly, quite, or extremely toward unfavorable end of scale.
The nature of the attitudes and reactions are delineated more clearly in Appendix C. For example, the major complaint regarding the mode of implementation was its inconvenience. It was also cited for being "unfair," "discriminatory," "unexpected," and "unnecessary." Only one third of the group expreosed defiant attitudes for most felt that appeal procedures would be in vain. Over sixty-five per cent of the students samplet indicated they would discourage prospective recruits from entering naval air training apparently because of their disappointment and the adverse eifect of the cutback upon their life goals.
In response to the question regarding plans for affiliation with the Ready Reserves, 46.4 per cent indicated they were going to affiliate, 43.0 per cent were not, and 10.4 per cent were undecided.
As shown in Table I , 59 students, which is 25 per cent of the sample, indicated that they planned to reapply for the flight program. Actually, 21,5
per cent have returned. A disproportionate number of returnees were Naval Academy graduates (30.2%) Table III indicates the reactions of COGs as indicated by their one-word descriptions. These descriptions also indicate dissatisfaction with the cutback. 
Less than 25 pc-cent of the COGs responded to the suggestion that they make additional comments on the reverse side of the questionnaire; however, as indicated in Table IV , all of the comments were critical. The majority criticized the Navy for poor personnel management and failure to consider personal wishes to leave the flight program voluntarily. A sample of the comments is found in Appendix D. Table V gives the means and standard deviations of 24 performance variables for the COG students who returned to training and those who remained separated. The individual reapplying for the flight program should be highly motivated and, therefore, the voluntary withdrawal rate of "Drop Own Request" (DOR) rate of zero was expected.
SUMMARY
In general, the attitudes and reactions of flight students toward the forced reduction reflected considerable dissatisfaction, particularly with the mode of implementation. Apparently because of their disappointment, the majority of students sampled indicated that they would discourage prospectivn recruits from entering naval air training and lhat they themselves did not plan to return to flight training or affiliate with the Ready Reserves.
The returning COGs did not differ significantly on performance and selection measures from the group which did not return. 
STUDENTS WERE POOLED 3-4 MONTHS AND NOW THESE SAME STUDENTS ARE. IN EFFECT, POOLED-DELAYED FURTHER DOWNSTREAM (POST NASC fi PRIMARY) I!

ATTRITION AT FIRST LOOKED LIKE IT MIGHT GO SKY-HIGH AND
GET OUT OF K/ND. ifiririffir ,-,",,. ."".»...-"«".^"("".^ CT-H^.r.,;;;.',;;,»,»,-,^., ■ .«»..-^.
NOW, HOWEVER, THE ATTRITION TREND HAS NOT ONLY REVERSED BUT WE NOW ARE UNDER-ATTRITING.
NOTE: ATTRITION PLANNED TO DATE
NOTE: POSSIBLE FURTHER COMPLICATIONS OF PROBLEM ARE RUMORED CUTS IN «71 6 «72 PTR»S WHICH WILL NECESSITATE MASSIVE CUTS INQUCTAS ANYWAY!!!
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Realizing the complex nature of our military structure, I was still surprised at the inefficient operation of the system so to speak. I can't express. Inefficient is the best word at present. Surely a company that has been in any business (like aviation for 50 years) could have a determined flow by now, VT1 I don't see how the Navy will gain. Some of us were cut that were nearly finished with training. This means the Navy may have spent upwards of $250,000 on some people. It isn't even logical to drop this man and in a few months recruit another and send him through the same training! Why spei.d 8500,000 for 1 pilot? If nothing else give this man a leave of absence and then call him back rather than to forget the investment in him. I won't mention anything about personal feelings and inconvenience for lack o ! a civil phrase!
VT-9
"Join the Navy and fly your own jet." That I feel is bad humor indeed. This cutback I feel will have many adverse affects on the future well being and state of readiness of the country It degrades the honor of Navy wings of gold.
VT2
Never suspected the Navy could operate in a manner so foreign to the ideals as were presented to me on commissioning!
VT9
This was the closest thing to failure in my whole life and was q«iic .< blow to my ego. Ii was hard to accept after spending 13 months training and having all your goals set on one objective and then one day its gone. Also the fact that I'd expected to spend the next 4 or 5 years in the Navy and possibly be career orientated and then one day you get a 30 day notice. I feel very bad about the whole situation ;ind think the Navy should of handled tt in a little more personal manner and c nsideration.
VT2
The long rang« planning committee should have their jackets reviewed. Under the circumstances the cut was mandatory In-transit)
VT-2
From now on, if I have any persona! friends who are willing to give up G or 6 years of their life to learn how to fly, I will most certainly tell them to JOIN THE AIR FORCE.
VT-5
No respect for people who wish to stay in. At least one month's severance pay should have been granted. With the government's gross waste of money I have seen while in the service, severance pay would not be too great a burden on the budget As I said on the previous page the whole stinking deal is thoughtless and shows little respect for the men that are trying to help in the defense of this great country, I plan to write to my congressman as I am sure many of my constituents are.
VT-3
To elaborate on the term "unmihtary" ■ or maybe I should say this cutback was completely typical of the military, Since the day we walked into "Indoc" no one knew what the program was. The candidate just lives day to day. The situation didn't change nfter commissioning, There were (and are) many qi astions that no one had answers for My major concern was that no information was given out prior to the cutback. As a result, strange, unnerving rumors flowed th< jugii the training squadrons. I would have to concur with those who would grade the policy makers an "unsatisfactory" in head work. liJJM"LU,,,,! ■»..jy.iximg
